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CONTINUOUS MAPPINGS OF EXTENSIONS 
OF A TOPOLOGICAL SPACE 

V. M. IVANOVA and A. A. IVANOV 

Leningrad 

1. An extension Xf of a topological space X is said to be a true extension of X 
if the system {Fx' | F c X} is a basis of closed sets of the space X' and for any point 
xeX' \ X the set {x} is a closed set of X'. Here we shall consider only true compact 
extensions of topological spaces. The statements will be formulated in terms of 
contiguity relations, the latter being a relation between elements of finite systems 
of closed sets of X with the following properties: 

C 1: If every element of a system a contains a certain element of a system /? 
and a{fi) takes place (ex holds for the system /?) then <x(a) takes place. 

C 2: If <x(a v /?) takes place then either <x(a) or a{fi) or both take place (a v /? = 
= {Av B\Aea, Be fi}). 

C 3: If a system a contains the empty set then <x(a) does not take place (<x(a) 
takes place). 

C 4: If the intersection of all elements of a system a is not empty then <x(a) takes 
place. 

If a contiguity relation a holds for every finite subsystem of a system y of closed 
sets of X, the system y being finite or infinite, then the system y is said to be a 
<x-contiguity system. One can consider maximal ex-contiguity systems and distinguish 
among them the disappearing systems, that is the systems with the empty intersection. 

Let X be the set of all maximal disappearing <x-contiguity systems and we put 
P = {y | F e y, y e X} for every closed set F of X. Now denote X u £ by aX and 
consider the topological structure on the set aX induced by the closed basis {F u P}. 
The topological space aX is found to be a true compact extension of the space X and, 
moreover, every true compact extension of the space X is equivalent to an extension 
aX for a proper contiguity relation <r on X. That is why in the theory of true compact 
extensions one may consider only such extensions aX. At this point we should like 
to note [1] that for any finite system a of closed sets of X, <x(a) takes place iff f) FffX #-
4= 0. This property defines ex-extensions up to the extension equivalence. Fea 

We shall say that a contiguity relation a is weaker than a contiguity relation a' 
and write ex :g ex' if any ex'-contiguity system is a <x-contiguity system. I f / : a'X -* aX 
is a natural continuous mapping then <x ^ ex'. Thus the condition a ^ ex' is a neces
sary condition for some natural mapping / : ex'Z -»exX to exist. Moreover, if aX 
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and ďX are Hausdorff extensions then this condition is sufficient but in general 
ít is not so. The subject of our paper is to find conditions for the existence of such 
natural mappings. 

2. It is possible to establish some sufficient conditions for the existence of 
a natural mapping / : ďX ~+ aX. But we need some additional notions for this 
purpose. 

A system Hl9 Я 2 , ..., Hq of closed sets of X is said to be a a-majorant of a 
system Fl9 F29 ..., Fp if, given any system Fi, F2, ..., F'n of closed sets of X, 
a(F'l9..., F'н9 Fl9 ..., Fp) implies a(F'l9..., F'n9 Hl9 ..., Hą). 

We shall say that a contiguity relation ď satisfies the condition C„ if 
ď(Fl9 Fl9..., Fи) and a(F9 Fl9 ..., Fn) imply the existence of a a'-majorant Я of the 
system Fl9 F29 ..., Fn such that a(F9 H) does not take place. 

We shall say that a contiguity relation a satisfies the condition C ° v if 
a(Fl9 Fl9..., Fи) implies the existence of a system Hí9 Я 2 , ..., Hn such that Ft c. Hi9 

õ'(Hl9H29...9Hя) and õ'(Hl9...9Hj-l9F9HJ + l9...9Hя) imply ä(Fl9 ..., Fj-l9 

F9 Fj+l9 ..., Fn) for any closed set F. 

Theorem 1. Let a contiguity relation a' on X satisfy the conditions Cď and Ca 

and a contiguity relation a satisfy the condition C ° v . Then there exists a natural 
continuous mapping f: ďX -> aX. 

To prove this theorem, we show, at first, some auxiliary statements assuming 
that the conditions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled. 

Lemma 1.1. Let y' be a maximal a'-contiguity system and Fєy'. Then there 
exists H єy' such that ď(H9 F) does not take place. 

Proof. Let Fєy'. Then there exist Fl9 F2, ..., Fи belonging to y' such that 
ď(F9 Fl9..., Fn) does not take place and therefore according to Ca, there exists 
a <г'-majorant Я of the system Fl9 Fl9 ..., F„ such that ď(H9 F) does not take place. 
Since Hєy'9 Lemma 1.1 is proved. 

Lemma 1.2. Let y' be a maximal ď-contiguity system9 y = {F | a(F9 F'l9 ..., F^) 
for any F'l9 F2, ...9Fm belonging to y'}. Then y is the only maximal a-contiguity 
system containing y'. 

Proof. It is enough to show that y is a cг-contiguity system since any cr-conti-
guity system containing the system y' is within y. For this it is necessary to show that 
for any F'l9 F29..., F^ belonging to y'9 a(Fi9 F'l9..., F'm)9 i = 1, 2,..., n, implies 
a(Fl9...9Fn9F'í9...9F'm). 

Ғor n == 1 this statement is trivial. Assuming the statement to be true for n 
let us prove it for n + 1. 

Let Fl9 F29..., Fn+1 be closed sets such that a(Fi9 F'l9..., F'm) takes place for 
a n y F Í , F 2 , . . . , Fmbelongingto/, i = 1,2,..., n + l , a n d ď ( F l 5 . . . , Fn + l9F'l9 ...9F'm) 
does not take place for some F'l9 F'l9..., Ғ^. Then there exists Hl9 ...5 # и + 1 , H'l9 ..* 
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. . . , H'm with the properties ensured by the condition C^a. In paгticular, o'(Hl9... 

..., Я и + 1 , H'l9..., H'm) does not take place. Then one of the sets Hl9 Я 2 , . . . , Я и + Î 

does not belong to y'. Let Hx be such a set. By Lemma 1.1 there exists F 0 є y' such 
that ď(Hl9F'0) does not take place and therefore ď(Hí9..., Яи, F 0 , l9..., H'm) 
does not take place and due to C%,09 o(Fl9..., Fи, F 0 , F ' l 5 . . . , F'm) does not take 
place. The contradiction proves Lemma 1.2. 

Lemma 1.3. Let y' be a maximal o'-contiguity system9 y = {F | cг(F, F') for 
any F' єy'}. Then y is the only maximal o-contiguity system containing y'. 

Proof. Using Lemma 1.2 it is enough to show that if o(F9 F') takes place for 
any F' є y' and a set F then cг(F, F'l9..., F'm) takes place for F and any F'l9 F 2 , . . . , F'm 

belonging to y'. Suppose that it is not the case, that is, cг(F, F J , . . . , F'm) does not take 
place for some F'l9 F 2 , . . . , F'm belonging to y'. Then due to Cď there exists a 
cг'-majorant Я of the system F'l9 F 2 , . . . , F'm such that o(F9 H) does not take place. 
Since Я є y ' , the contradiction proves Lemma 1.3. 

Now we prove Theorem 1. Let / : cг'.X -> oX with f(x) = x for x є X9 f(y') = y 
for / c y and y' є cг'Z \ X. By Lemma 1.2 the mapping/ is defined uniquely and 
it is enough to show / to be continuous, that is, to show that for any closed set F 0 

-iof X the SQtfҚFf) is a closed set of o'X. 
Let y0єfx(F0

x)9 that is, yó c y 0 є F S * . Then F0єy0 and by Lemma 1.3 
there exists Ft є y0 such that cг(F0, F-) does not take place. Thus due to C%>99 there 
exist Я 0 , Я t with the properties ensured by this condition. In particular, F 0 c Я 0 , 
Ft c= Я l 5 cг'(Я0, Я j does not take place. Since Fx є y'09 Ft cz Ht so Ht є y0 and there-
fore Я 0 є yó, that is, y0 є H0

X. On the other hand, if a maximal cг'-contiguity system y' 
does not belong to H0

X then Я 0 є y ' and by Lemma 1.1. there exists F єy' such 
that o'(H09 F) does not take place. Thus, taking into account the choice of Я 0 , 
we see that cг(Я0, F) does not take place, therefore o(F09 F) does not take place. 
It means that for any y0 єfҚFl^) there exists a closed set H0

X of o'X containing 
/ " ^ ( F ^ ) but not containing y'09 which again means/""1(F< r X) is closed and Theorem 1 
is proved. 

3. Consider now another system of conditions for contiguity relations o'9 a 
ensuring not only the existence of a natural continuous mapping / : o'X -> oX 
but also some properties of such a mapping. 

Denote the set of all subsets of a set X by PX (PX = {A | A c: X})9 accoгding 
to which we have P2X = {A | A c PX}. Consider a mapping sí : PX -• P2X 
associating with every set A c: X some system sł(Á) of subsets of X. We call the 
mapping st: PX -> P2X majorizing if the following conditions are fulfilled 

A І : If F ' є лf(F) then F cz F' . 

A2: If F' cz F\ F' є J*(F) then F" є tf(F). 

A 3: П Г = F. 
Ғ ' Є J / ( Ғ ) 
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A majorizing sé is a (г'<r-majorizing if a(Fl9 F2ђ..., Fn) takes place iflF for any 
.яŕ-majorants F'l9 F'29..., F'n of sets Fl9 Fl9..., Fn9 ď(F\9F'29 ...9F'n) takes place. 

We shall say that a ďff-majorizing sé satisfies the condition Csé if for any 
«я/-majorant F' of a set F and any Я, ã'(H9 F') implies õ(H9 F). 

Theoгem 2. Let a contiguity relation ď on X satisfy the condition Ca. and let 
there exist a ďa-majorizing sг/ satisfying the condition Csá. Then there exists 
a natural continuous mapping f: ďX -* aX (onto aX). 

To prove this theorem we show at first some auxiliary statements assuming 
that the conditions of Theorem 2 are fulfilЫ, 

Lemma2.1. Let y' be a maximal ď-contiguity system. If Fєy' then there 
exists F' є y' such that ď(F'9 F) does not take place. 

Proof. The proof is quite analogous to that of Lemma 1.1. 

Lemma 2.2. Let y' be a maximal ď-contiguity system and y = {F | a(F9 F') 
for any F' є y'}. Then y is the only maximal a-contiguity system containing y'. 

Proof. It is sufficient to show that y is a <7-contiguity system. If a(Fl9 F29..., Fn) 
does not take place then ď(Hl9 Hl9..., Hn) does not take place for some «я/-majorants 
of the sets Fl9 F29..., Fn. Then at least one of Hl9 Hl9..., Hn does not belong to y'9 

for example Я t . Now note that by Lemma 2.1 there exists F' є y' such that ď(Hl9 F') 
does not take place. Therefore a(Fl9 F') does not take place and Fx є y. Thus Ft є y9 

i = 1, 2,..., n, implies a(Fl9 F29..., Fn). This proves Lemma 2.2. 

Lemma 2.3. Let y be a maximal disappearing a-contiguity system. Then there 
exists a maximal disappearing ď-contiguity system y' such that y' c: y. 

Proof. Consider the system s/(y) = {F | F' є s/(F)9 Fєy} of closed sets of X. 
If F'l9 F'29..., F'n belong to s/(y) then these sets are the «я/-majorants of some 
Fl9 F29..., Fn belonging to y and as a(Fl9 Fl9..., Fn) takes place, ď(F'l9 F29..., F'n) 
takes place, too. Thus the system sг/(y) is the cr'-contiguity system, sг/(y) being a 
disappearing system due to A3. Let y' be a maximaï ď-contiguity system containing 
sг/(y)9 F' є y'9 Fl9 F2,..., Fn belong to y and Я', Hl9..., Hn be «fî/-majorants of sets 
F'9 Fl9..., Fn9 respectively. Since Hl9 Я 2 , . . . , Hn belong to s/(y)9 ď(F'9 Hl9..., Hn) 
takes place and all the more ď(H'9 Hl9..., Hn) takes place. It implies a(F'9 Fl9..., Fn) 
by arbitrary choice of «я/-majorants. This shows that F' є y' implies F' є y9 which 
proves Lemma 2.3. 

Now we prove Theorem 2. The mapping / : ďX -» aX is defined in the usual 
way, / being the mapping of ďX onto aX by Lemma 2.3. The continuity of this 
mapping is proved in the same way as in Theorem 1, the only difference being in 
that Csá is used instead of Ca.0. 

4. If / : ďX -xтX is a natural continuous mapping, F is a closed set of X then 
in a general case f(FđX) Ф FđX even if the conditions of Theorem 2 hold. The fol-
lowing example shows this: 
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Let X = A u B9 A = {(0, y) | 1 < y й 2}, B = {(x, 0) | 1 < x ^ 2}. The sets 
A9 B are both open and closed subsets of X, the topological structure on B is standard, 
the topological structure on A is induced by the basis of closed sets consisting of 
finite unions of sets of the form Aa = {(0, y)\l < y ś a} and finite sets. Define 
the contiguity relation a on X setting a(Fl9F2,..., Fn) to take place iff at least 
one of the following conditions is fulfilled 

1. П-FiФØ. 

2. Fi з A9 i = 1, 2,..., m, and with i > m the point (1, 0) is a limit point 
of f)Fi in the usual topology. 

The majorizing s/ is defined as follows: 

s/(F) = {F' I F c F } f o г f c Ą F Ф Л; 
j/(F) = {V I F' n ,4 * 0} for F cz JЗ, (1, 0) is the limit point of F; 
У(A) = {A u Bв}, Д, з {(x, 0) | 1 < x й a}; 
sć(F) = {F' | F cz F } for F c B, (1, 0) is not the limit point of F. 

It is easy to see that the majorizing sí is an coťx-majorizing (Cs/ being satisfied) 
but f(ÄæX) Ф ÄaX. 

In connection with the above discussion consider a system of conditions for 
contiguity relations ď9 a (stronger than in 3) namely instead of the condition Csí 
consider the following condition 

Csí*: For any «я/-majorants F'l9 F2, ...9Fn of sets Fì9 F29..., Fn and any 
set F9 ð'(F9 F'l9..., Ff

n) implies ð(F9 Fl9..., Fn). 

Theorem 3. Let a contiguity relation ď on X satisfy the condition Ca* and let 
there exist a ďa-majorizing sѓ which satisfies the condition Csí*. Then there 
exists a natural continuous mapping f: ďX -> aX for which f(Fa'x) = FaX for 
any F czX. 

Proof. The existence and continuity of the natural mapping f:a'X-> aX 
results from Theorem 2. Thus, the only thing we need is to prove the equality 
f(Fa'x) = FaX for any F c: X. Let y e FaX

9 Fєy9 sí(y) be the system consisting 
of л/-majorants of the sets belonging to y. Then the system {F} u s/(y) is the 
<г'-contiguity system due to Csí* and is a part of a maximal <г'-contiguity system y'. 
But it was noticed in the proof of Lemma 2.3 that y' cr y, F є y'. Therefore y' є Fa'x9 

y = / ( / ) , y єf(FaX). Hence FaX cr f(Fa'x). Since the inverse inclusion follows from 
the continuity of/, Theorem 3 is proved. 

Weshall say that acontiguity relation asatisfiesthecondition C* if ď(Fl9 F29... 
..., Fn) and ð(F'l9..., F'm9 Fl9..., Fn) imply the existence of a <т'-majorant H of the 
system Fl9 F 2 , . . . , Fn such that a(F\,..., F'm9 H) does not take place. 

Theoгem 4. Let a contiguity relation a onX satisfy the condition C** and let 
there exist a natural continuous mapping f: ďX -• aX such that f(FaX) = FaX 
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for any F c X. Then there exists a ďa-majorizing sł which satisfies the condition 
Csł*. 

Proof. Put sł(F) « {Ff | F c Ff
9f~

x(FaX) cz Fa'x} for any Ғ c= X. It is 
easy to show F -> sł(F) to be majorizing. Let F'l9 F29 ...9F'n be j/-majorants of sets 

n _ n — 
Fl9 F29..., Fn. If a(F l5 F29..., Fи) takes place, that is П F°X * 0> then П F'ҐX => 
^ П-ГҶ^f) 4= 0. Thus ď(F'l9 F

f
29 ...9 F

f
n) takes place. Now let ď(F'l9 F'29..., F'n) 

І = I 

take place for any л/-majorants of sets FІ9F29 ...9Fn9 correspondingly. Consider 
a system sł(Fl9 F29..., Fn) of ĵ -majorants of sets Fl9 F2,..., Ғ„. It is easy to show 
by C* that sł(Fl9F29...9Fn) is a cr'-contiguity system, thus the intersection of 

n 

closures of its elements in ďX is not empty. This intersection is equal to O/̂ Ҷ-Ff*)* 
n _ i--l 

therefore П -̂ ľ* * 0» that is, a(Fu F2,..., Ғn) takes place. Thus, sł is a <r'<r-major-
izing. | в l 

Let Ғ І , Ғ 2 , ..., Ғи be closed sets of .Äľ, HІ9H2, ...9Hn their -я/-majorants, 
п 

ď(F9Hl9...9Hn) not taking place, that is Ғ f f X n ( П Щ'x) = 0- Then Fa'x n 
n / - 1 ( П -P?x) = 0 and, finally, as /(Ғ f f'x) - P»x, we^obtain FaX n ( П ^ f ) = 0, 

І-=I І = I 

that is, <г(Ғ, Ғ l э..., Ғи) does not take place.This proves Csł* and Theorem4, as well. 

Coгollaгy 1. Let a contiguity relation ď on X satisfy the condition C*/. Then 
there exists a natural continuous mapping f: ďX -• aX with f(Fa'x) = FaX for 
every F cz X iff there exists a ďa-majorizing sł satisfying the condition Csł*. 

This statement is simplified in the case of af = co, that is the contiguity relation 
n 

under intersection (co(Fl9 Fl9..., Ғл) takes place iff П FІ Ф 0)-
j=-i 

Corollary 2. There exists a natural continuous mapping f: coX -» aX with 
/(F**) = FaX for every F c X iff there exists an coa-majorizing sł satisfying 
the condition Csł*. 

This statement gives us a description of the class, say sł*9 of natural continuous 
images of Wallman extension coX which contains the so-called coa-extensions [2]. 
Note that for any coa-extension X' of a space X there exists a natural both closed 
and continuous mapping / : coX -> Xf

9 while the corresponding natural mapping 
for any extension of the class sł* satisfies a weaker condition. 
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